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The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the important relationship between the 
various ways to enter coordinates in a free semigroup S on a finite number of generators 
so that the action of S on itself is in triangular form ([4], [5]) and the determination of
the right congruence classes for a given subset of the semigroup S. This relationship 
is illustrated by extending a recent result of Minsky and Papert [1] that the prime 
integers to a base m > 1 do not form a regular set. Let 2Jm be the set of all nonempty 
finite words on the alphabet m = {0, 1 ..... m -- 1} so that 22m is a free semigroup 
under concatenation, and let f be the machine which accepts the primes represented 
with the base m so that f has 2Jm as its domain. Then the main result of this paper 
gives a simple characterization f the right congruence on 2Jm by which the minimal 
reduced state set o f f  is defined [2]. This characterization is obtained from a well known 
theorem of Dirichlet [3] which asserts that if a and b are relatively prime positive 
integers, then the arithmetic progression a + nb, n ~ 0, 1, 2,..., contains infinitely 
many primes. Conversely, this characterization i  turn implies the theorem of 
Dirichlet. Finally, as a corollary to this characterization, we obtain the result that the 
semigroup of the machine which accepts the primes is free. 
I f  m is a positive integer greater than one, we may represent any nonnegative integer k
as  a sum 
l 
ai mi 
i~o 
where ai is an element of the nonnegative integers N for each i, m t+l > k, and 
0 ~ ai < m for each i; two such representations (a0 ... az) and (d o --. as) can only 
differ in that (say) s > I and az+l = dr+2 -- --  as = 0. (The reason for writing the 
integers with low order digits first will be made clear in the concluding discussion of 
our results.) I f  m is an integer greater than one, then, as mentioned above, we denote 
the free semigroup on the generators m = {0, 1 ..... m -- 1} by Xm, and we define the 
natural function P : Zm -+ N by 
J 
P(aoa 1 "" aj) = ~ ai mi 
i=O 
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where ai ~ m for i - -  0, 1 ..... j. Let f :  27m--+ {0, 1} such that f()t) = 1 if and only if 
P(A) is a prime. Then, f is the machine which accepts the prime integers represented 
to the base m. (For the equivalence between this definition of a machine and that used 
in [1], see [2].) 
I f  m and n are two positive integers, let us denote by (m, n) their greatest common 
divisor, and if either m or n is zero, let us set (m, n) = +oo. We say that m is prime to n 
if (m, n) = 1. 
Now, let R denote the partition of Xm so that two strings of Zm, ~, and )t, with ~,, 
A # (0) are in the same block of R if either 9' = A, or 
(a) (m, P(y)) > 1, (m, P(2t)) > 1 and neither P@) nor P(A) is a prime, or else 
(b) P(7) and P(A) are primes dividing m. 
If  m is prime, we put the string (0) in a block of its own, and if m is composite, we 
put the string (0) into the block defined by (a) above. Then we have the following. 
THEOREM. The above mentioned theorem of Dirichlet is equivalent to the following 
statement: R is the reduced state congruence off. 
Proof. We leave consideration of the string (0) to the reader. The proof that if 7 
and )t are two strings of Zm which are contained in the same block of R, then ~/and )t 
are contained in the same reduced state o f f  is an easy consequence of the following 
elementary result which gives us a way to coordinatize Zm in terms of the function P 
by which f is defined and which explains why the reduced state congruence o f f  can be 
computed explicitly, a fact which may at first seem a little surprising. 
LEMMA. Let y : N ~ (endomorphisms of N)  be defined by 
y(k)(n) = rain 
for k, n ~ N. Since N is the additive semigroup of nonnegative integers, y is a homo- 
morphism. Define the semigroup N X ~ N, called the semidirect product of N and itself with 
respect o y, as the set N X N and so that if [a, b], [c, d] ~ N • N, then 
[a, b] 9 [c, d] = [a A- c, b q- y (a)(d)] 
= [a q- c, b q- dma]. 
Let l : Zm-+ Nbedefinedby l(al ak) = k for al ..... ak ~ m. Then, i f i  : z~m--+ N•  
is defined by 
i(A) = [l(;~), P(a)] 
for all ~ ~ Zm, the map i is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Clearly, i is an injection. Thus it only remains to verify that if y, ~ ~ Zm, then 
i(y2t) = [l(~) q- I(A), P(~/) -f- mt{,)P(a)], 
which is clear. 
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We can now continue the proof of the theorem. When we say that 7 and A are 
members of the same reduced state of f we mean precisely that f (7 )~ f(A) and if 
~ Xm, thenf(7~) = f(A~). Let us assume that y and A are two different strings of Xm 
which are contained in the same reduced state o f f  and that 7, A ~ (0). We wish to 
show that y ~ A rood R through the use of the aforementioned theorem of Dirichlet, 
thus completing the proof that the reduced state partition o f f  is given by R. Suppose 
that (m, P(y)) > 1. Then, if c~ ~ Xm, we have that 
(m, P(ya)) = (m, P(y) + mU~')P(a)) > 1, 
and that P(y~) is composite. But, if (m, P(A)) = 1, then there exists a positive integer k
with P (A)+ m"a~k being a prime by the above mentioned theorem of Diriehlet. 
Hence, if o~ ~ Xm with P(a) = k, then P(Aa) is prime. Thus, if (m, P(y)) > 1, we must 
also have (m, P(A)) > 1, and, from this it is easy to show that y ~ A mod R. On the 
other hand, suppose that m is prime to both P(y) and P(A). Then (m "a~, P(A)) = 1, 
and so there exists a positive integer y with P(A) + m"a~y ~ p, a prime. Thus, if 
~ Z'm with P(a) ~ y, then P(Ao~) = p and P(yo 0 = q, a prime. Furthermore, p @ q 
since by assumption y ~ A. Also, bothp and q are greater than m and hence prime to m. 
Finally, As and ya are members of the same reduced state o f f  since the reduced state 
partition of Xm is a right congruence. Therefore, we can assume that P(A) = p and 
P(y) = q with p and q as above. Dirichlet's result then shows the existence of a positive 
integer k with p + (mUa)q)k = r a prime since clearly (p, mUa)q) ----- 1. Thus, if a E Xm 
with P (~)= qk, then P(Ao~)= r, a prime, while P(yo~)-~ P(y)+ m"~P(o 0 = 
q(1 + m~a)k) is composite. This is impossible; therefore m is prime to neither P(A) nor 
P(y), and the first half of the theorem is proven. The proof of the reverse implication is 
elementary and will be omitted. 
We immediately obtain the following: 
COROLLARY. The semigroup of f  is free on m generators. 
Proof. The semigroup off, Ss, is defined by the two sided congruence on Z'm where 
y ~ A mod S t if for all o~, fl E (Xm) x we havef(a.A/3) ~ f(cw/3), where (~'m) l denotes Xm 
with the empty string I adjoined to give Xm an identity. Let us assume that ~, and A 
are strings of Xm so that y ----- A mod S s but y # A. Then, clearly, we must have 
y -~ A mod R. Let a = (1); then since y ~ A rood $ I ,  also ~ya = ~ mod S I . But, 
P(ou~a) and P(o~yo 0 are prime to m and unequal. Thus, ~y~ ~ o,~ mod R. This is 
impossible, and therefore St is free on m generators. 
Of course, one immediately deduces from the theorem above or its corollary that 
{A ~ 27m : P(A) is prime} is a nonregular set since, by definition, this means that the 
number of reduced states of f is infinite or, equivalently, that the semigroup of f is 
infinite. Thus, the notion of a regular set is a relatively weak one; in fact, one can 
easily show that if X is a regular set, then the set X* of all strings of X with their order 
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reversed is also regular. However, the reader will easily convince himself that the 
theorem above becomes quite incorrect if the nonnegative integers are represented to
the base m with lowest order digits written last according to the usual custom. 
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